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What are the most important drivers 
of disease recurrence?

• Histology?
• Molecular pathways?
• Grade?
• Stage?
• Immune or other health of the patient?



Discrepancies between some industry and cooperative 
adjuvant trials

Central radiology review How likely are independent 
reviews to differ from those of 
the treating MD?

Central pathology review Essential if we are going to 
understand differences in 
tumor characteristics

Stage inclusion All likely to be offered therapy 
in the future or only very high 
risk?

Histology inclusion ccRCC or all histologies?

Frequency of scan/other 
monitoring

NCCN driven or more 
frequent, based on financial 
support

Statistical analyses

Criteria for censoring Early dropout- recurrence or 
toxicity?

Management of dosing 
Management of toxicity

Variability in doses allowed
How we count days not 
treated



Consensus for adjuvant trials
5 big issues 

• Histology 
• Patient populations
• Endpoints
• Use of placebo controls/ unblinding
• Biomarkers?
• Imaging baseline and at recurrence
• Statistical variabilities



Consensus for adjuvant trials
5 big issues 

• Histology and other tumor characteristics
– Clear vs non-clear cell 
– Stage, grade, size

• Patient populations
– Exclusion criteria
– Performance status 
– susceptibility to toxicity?

• Use of placebo controls/ unblinding
• Biomarkers?

– Potential role for biomarker driven trials
• Endpoints



Histology Challenges

• Histology vs molecular characteristics
• Impact of TCGA
• Heterogeneity



BHD=Birt-Hogg-Dubé; FH=fumarate hydratase; VHL=von Hippel-Lindau.
Modified from Linehan WM et al. J Urol. 2003;170:2163-2172. 

Clear vs non-clear…what is clear cell?
Defining by histology is the current  practice

Clear cell
75%

Type

Incidence (%)

Associated 
mutations VHL 

Papillary type 1

5%

c-Met 

Papillary type 2 

10%

FH

Chromophobe

5%

BHD

Oncocytoma

5%

BHD

*2004 WHO lists over 50 different types of kidney cancer
(Sarcomatoid variant can occur with any subtype)
Undifferentiated type and Collecting duct carcinoma constitute 
the other 2 types listed in AJCC classification



CJ Creighton et al. Nature 000, 1-7 (2013) doi:10.1038/nature12222

Somatic alterations in ccRCC
Many signatures for clear cell RCC.



One example: clear cell might not 
be “clear cell”

• Clear cell papillary renal cell carcinoma
• Lower grade, confused with clear cell RCC
• Lacks VHL mutations and 3p deletions
• exhibit co-expression of CK7 and CAIX at the immunohistochemical level, 

coupled with negative reactions for AMACR.
• Gobbo S, Eble JN, Grignon DJ et al Clear cell papillary renal cell carcinoma: 

a distinct histopathologic and molecular genetic entity. Am J Surg
Pathol 2008;32:1239–1245.



Heterogeneity 
confounds 
interpretation when 
limited slides are 
available for review 



A word on Grade/T stage

• New AJCC recommendations
• Nuclear grade, not Fuhrman grade
• Satish Tickoo“if you see pT2, keep 

looking…probably pT3 (no longer require 
muscle in vessel walls to call tumor seen in 
vessels as vascular invasion)” 

• Thus, pathologists, clinicians  and scientists 
must work together to keep each other up to 
date



Patient populations: Which shall we 
include/exclude?

• Depends on the agent to be tested
– Patients with poor organ function?
– Patients with autoimmune diseases (if immune 

checkpoint agents)
– Patients with non aggressive malignancies unlikely to 

affect outcome
• Depends on the goals of the clinical trial

– “cleaner eligibility criteria” less of a chance of 
confounding interpretation of toxicity

– Real world patients- those treated after agents are 
commercially approved



Endpoints:
Goals of adjuvant therapy

• Cure disease that would otherwise result in 
metastases and death (Overall survival as 
endpoint)

• Control disease that would otherwise result in 
metastases (Disease free survival as endpoint)



Placebo controls

• Pros
– Can help prevent MD and patients from treatment 

deviations 

• Cons
– decrease study participation
– Patients don’t like placebo controls..suspicion, etc
– Study monitors reluctant to unblind patients at 

recurrence



Ability to use biomarkers, other tools 
to define eligibility

• Molecular/immune signatures?
• Toxicity profiles (c trough, pharmacokinetics 

now more apparent in VEGF TKI therapies)



Pharmacokinetics…could these be used?
PROTECT (ASCO 2017) Higher C trough associated with longer DFS but did not 

correlate with dose in the 600mg patient population



E2805 Clinical Trial Sequencing Project

• 600 clear cell RCC patients- 200 per arm (sunitinib, sorafenib, 
placebo)

• DNA sequencing (whole exome)
• RNA sequencing
• Bioinformatic analysis

CJ Creighton et al. Nature 499, 43–49 (04 July 2013



S-TRAC
• Retrospective validation of oncotype Dx

Rini B, et. al. Lancet Oncol. 2015 Jun;16(6):676-85. 



EZH2 expression



Things that can affect outcome
• Patient heterogeneity

– Histology
– Grade
– Performance status/co-morbidities
– Stage
– Community vs academic vs country site

• Management of toxicity
– Dose interruption, lowering of dose, who comes off study

• Definition of recurrence
– Definition of radiographic recurrence
– Frequency of scan intervals in follow-up

• Statistical adjustments
– Feasibility
– Increasing sample size



Conclusions

• Histology-
– Include both clear and non clear cell disease if the study agent has activity in both 
– If exploratory in non-clear cell, then power to clear cell
– consider wide spread wit statistics to address subgoups

• Patient populations
– more lenient parameters can increase accrual without affecting outcome
– Allow non active malignancies that are unlikely to affect outcome
– Agent specific- allow patients with conditions unlikely to affect outcome

• Endpoints-DFS is useful but OS will convince MDs of clear role
– Consider dual primary outcomes

• Use of placebo controls/ unblinding- must be transparent with the patients-
– must unblind at recurrence

• Biomarkers?
– EZH2
– Others promising



Consensus for adjuvant trials
5 big issues 

• Histology 
• Patient populations
• Endpoints
• Use of placebo controls/ unblinding
• Biomarkers?



Baseline imaging

CT/MRI, not PET
Is IV contrast essential to identify baseline 
disease?
Patients and clinicians concerned about 
nephrotoxicity
If our therapies are effective enough should “a 
little bit of leftover disease” affect outcome
Should we include these patients?



• certain gadolinium agents (Class 2) usually 
macrocyclic agents, are associated with few if 
any unconfounded cases of NSF

• Thus, use of contrast should not be of concern 
in most cases, including patients with reduced 
GFR
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